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1. Introduction

1.1 A message from the Mobility Manager
Dear colleagues,
Safeguarding our natural environment and addressing climate change are both an important part of our
responsibilities.
To have a positive impact on the ecosystem and to reduce the harmful effects of pollution-generating
means of transport, with your help we have compiled a Home-Work Commute Plan for our offices located
in the city of Milan, which provides an overview of the provision of transport, both public and corporate,
and presents the initiatives that the Mediobanca Group has implemented in this area.
Activities related to the organization and management of mobility issues will be managed by our working
group, co-ordinated by a new figure at company level, the Mobility Manager.
We are grateful to you for taking part in our Mobility Survey and for sharing your ideas with us. We will take
all the feedback we have collected into account in updating the plan illustrated in the following pages, to
play our part in defining new forms of sustainable mobility for the city of Milan.

With thanks and best wishes,
Mobility Manager and the working group

1.2 The Mediobanca Group
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The Mediobanca Group is an established specialized financial group, market leader in investment banking
and consumer credit in Italy, and one of the leading players in portfolio management. Its business model
is focused on three main areas of activity: Wealth Management, Consumer Banking and Corporate &
Investment Banking, plus Principal Investing. Such business diversification and the existence of a coherent
and virtuous structure, which enables the Group to address the different features of the various markets in
which it operates, has given it an unparalleled reputation in the Italian market and ensured it has continual
options to grow.
Mediobanca has been a success story for almost 80 years now, its coherence and sustainability being
acknowledged in the Italian and European financial panorama.
The Group’s footprint extends throughout the whole of Italy, but its main offices are located in the city of
Milan (Fig. 1).
The following table1 provides the addresses of the different offices, the company and the number of
staff working there as at end-2021 (employed under different types of contract, both FTEs and other
arrangements). The list does not include the retail branch offices and their staff located within the city
area (primarily Compass and CB!).

ADDRESS

Via Caldera, 21

COMPANY OFFICE
Compass Banca S.p.A.

538

MBCredit Solutions S.p.A.

198

COMPASS RENT S.r.l.

4

Compass Link S.r.l.

1

Total number of staff

Foro Buonaparte, 10

Viale Bodio, 37

Piazzetta Bossi, 1

Piazzetta Cuccia, 1

741

SPAFID Trust S.r.l.

3

MEDIOBANCA Banca di Credito Finanziario

34

SPAFID CONNECT SPA

1

SPAFID FAMILY OFFICE SIM S.p.A.

6

SPAFID S.p.A.

54

Total number of staff

98

MEDIOBANCA INNOVATION SERVICES SCPA

3

CheBanca S.p.A..

617

Total number of staff

620

Mediobanca SGR S.p.A.

53

Total number of staff

53

MEDIOBANCA Banca di Credito Finanziario

873

MEDIOBANCA INNOVATION SERVICES SCPA

6

Total number of staff

1. Data updated as to 12 October 2021

NO. OF STAFF

879
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ADDRESS

Via Siusi, 7

COMPANY OFFICE

NO. OF STAFF

MEDIOBANCA Banca di Credito Finanziario

44

SELMABIPIEMME LEASING S.p.A.

76

MBFACTA S.p.A.

39

MEDIOBANCA INNOVATION SERVICES SCPA

137

Total number of staff

296

TOTAL NUMBER OF STAFF OPERATING IN MILAN HEADQUARTERS

2687

Table 1 - List of addresses of Mediobanca Group company offices located in the city of Milan and the number of staff working at them

Fig. 1 - Map of the city of Milan showing the addresses of the Mediobanca Group company’s offices

The Mediobanca Group has adopted a sustainability strategy focused on sustainable growth over time,
leveraging people, sensitivity to its social context, and reducing its impact on the environment, both
direct and indirect.
The Group plays an active role in the community in which it operates, and is committed to establishing
close collaborations and relations of trust with institutions, non-profit organizations, associations and
other local stakeholders, to implement cultural, social and environmental initiatives. This commitment
underlines the Group’s desire to provide positive support for communities, not just in the traditional
sense of providing economic impetus for local companies and their competitiveness, but also a serious
commitment and ongoing attention to the priorities and needs of the local areas.
The Group is firmly convinced that an inclusive society should be based on mutual respect and solidarity,
guaranteeing equal opportunities and a decent standard of living for all. Inclusiveness is a way of living
together, based on the conviction that each individual has value and belongs to the community. To this end,
Mediobanca promotes various projects with a significant impact on the local community, encouraging
its staff to play an active and concrete part in them.
The Group is also aware of the rapid changes taking place in the climate and the environment overall.
In a scenario where management of environmental resources is growing in importance, Mediobanca
acknowledges the value of protecting the environment, as a primary resource for the well-being of current
and future generations. For this reason, the Group is committed to promoting responsible management of
resources in order to reduce its own ecological footprint and the impact generated by its activities.
To pursue these objectives, the Group has adopted the following policies:
Group Sustainability Policy, divided into four sections based on areas considered to be priorities:

Measures to tackle bribery and corruption, Protection of human rights, Diversity and inclusion, and
Climate change and the environment, putting into practice the values of ethical conduct, integrity and
responsibility in showing respect for people, the environment, and society as a whole.
Group ESG Policy, which has the objective of governing the indirect impacts of lending, investment
and advisory activities, and accordingly sets out the general principles and guidelines for assessing
not only financial but also environmental and social factors in these activities.
Furthermore, with a view to improving its environmental performances further, the Group has identified
the following areas for improvement by setting specific targets included in the 2019-23 Strategic Plan:
Reduction of direct impact on the environment: energy savings, increase in electricity from renewable
sources, reduction of CO2 emissions and promotion of sustainable mobility.
Supporting the energy transition: increase in the provision of green mortgages and issue of new
products with environmental purposes.
Reduction of indirect impact on the environment: environmental, social and governance criteria
integrated into the assessment processes for new investments/loans, and review of the purchasing
and selection processes for suppliers to include ESG screening criteria.
Against a backdrop as structured and mature as that described above, Mediobanca cannot fail to
recognize that the issue of sustainable mobility is a fundamental driver for local policy creation and for
generating synergies with both local entities and neighbouring companies. It has been demonstrated that
proper sustainability planning improves the quality of the environment and keeps down energy cost and
consumption levels, thus helping local and corporate policy making.
The Mobility Manager acts as facilitator for aspects relating to mobility that can improve the balance
between work and home life, supporting colleagues in managing their movements from home to work,
both in terms of improving the quality of connections and in promoting the use of more sustainable forms
of transport.

1.3 Regulatory Scenario
The decree issued by the Italian Ministry for the Environment on 27 March 1998, “Sustainable mobility
in urban areas” (also known as the “Ronchi Decree”) stipulates that all companies and entities with
more than 300 employees per local unit, or more than 800 spread across several local units, must
adopt a Home-Work Commute Plan (HWCP) and appoint a company figure, known as the Corporate
Mobility Manager, to provide ongoing professional support for the activities of decision-making, planning,
scheduling, managing and promoting the optimal solutions for sustainable mobility.
With the introduction of the decree issued by the Italian Ministry for the Environment on 20 December
2000, Article 1, paragraph 3, provision was made for the institution of an Area Mobility Manager, within
the local public organization, to support and co-ordinate the work of the Corporate Mobility Managers. The
Area Mobility Manager’s objective is to improve urban mobility in the area for which they are responsible,
by drawing up policies that discourage the use of private vehicles for transport, and co-operating with the
companies represented in their areas.

Article 229, paragraph 4, of Italian Decree Law No. 34 of 19 May 2020, “Measures to incentivize
sustainable mobility”, as converted into Italian Law No. 77/2020, extends the above obligation to include
also companies and public administrations with single local units of more than 100 staff located in the
capital city of a region, a metropolitan city or town with a population of more than 50,000 inhabitants.
The instrument used by the Mobility Managers to optimize local and corporate mobility is the Home-Work
Commute Plan, which is to be submitted to the relevant offices of the local council by 31 December each
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year.
The Decree issued by the Italian Ministry for Ecological Transition of 12 May 2021 describes the figures
of the Corporate Mobility Manager and Area Mobility Manager, defining the requisites, activities and
objectives for them. It also defines the Home-Work Commute Plan, detailing the document’s purpose and
its characteristics. The same ministry has also released its “Guidelines on Compiling and Implementing
the Home-Work Commute Plan (HWCP)” to assist companies, both public and private sector, in preparing
this document.
The HWCP is a strategic planning document for commuting by the company’s staff from home to work
and back again, which identifies measures to support sustainable mobility, identified on the basis of
analysis of the staff’s habits and preferences, their mobility needs and the situation in terms of the provision
of transport in the area concerned. The Home-Work Commute Plan sets out the benefits obtainable by
implementing the measures introduced in it, assessing the advantages both for staff and for the company
and/or public administration adopting the Plan, as well as for the community in environmental, social and
economic terms.

Information and
analysis
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2. Information and
analysis

2.1 Analysis of the company’s structural conditions
As far as regards the company’s structural conditions, the Mediobanca Group’s Milan offices generally
offer car parking spaces reserved to a restricted number of staff members on land owned by the Bank,
numerous parking spaces for bicycles and motorcycles, plus a certain number of charging stations
for hybrid and electric company cars. In some cases, for cars and motorcycles, certain Group staff
members have parking spaces reserved for them in car parks with which the Group has made special
arrangements. For normal bikes, there are bike racks available near to the offices, and some spaces
available on Group’s own premises. The charging stations are situated in the reserved car parks and at
present may only be used by staff who have company cars.
The table below shows the breakdown and distribution for the various offices:2

OFFICE

CAR PARKING
SPACES

MOTORCYCLE
PARKING SPACES

BICYCLE
PARKING SPACES

CHARGING
STATIONS

Piazzetta Cuccia, 1

6

28

24

0

Via Filodrammatici, 3-5

47

10

15

2

Piazzetta Bossi, 1

4

5

0

3

Foro Bonaparte, 10

7

2

6

0

Via Caldera, 21

216

0

0

30

Viale Bodio, 37

101

21

30

0

Via Siusi, 7

135

65

20

4

TOTAL NUMBER OF SPACES

516

131

95
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2.2 Analysis of public and company transport
2.2.1 Offering of services and public transport in the city of Milan3
The public transport system in the city of Milan consists of four underground lines, an extensive
tram network, a light suburban railway service with 12 lines, an extensive regional railway
2. Data updated as to 12 October 2021
3. The data shown in the next section has been taken from the following sources:
- https://www.ztlmilano.it/ztl-milano
- Mobility Charter for 2021 (https://www.atm.it/it/IlGruppo/Governance/Documents/Carta%20della%20Mobilit%C3%A0%202021.pdf)
- https://www.ilpost.it/2020/04/29/milano-piste-ciclabili-coronavirus/

service, a trolleybus service comprising four lines, and an urban and interurban road network
made up of more than 300 lines covering over 4,000 km. Mediobanca Group staff therefore have
a wide range of choice in terms of the means of transport available for commuting from home to
work.
The city of Milan has 7 limited access zones (see Fig. 2), accessible only to cyclists, pedestrians and
authorized vehicles during certain times of the day.

Fig. 2 - Map of Milan showing the seven limited access zones (source: https://www.ztlmilano.it/ztl-milano)

The public transport system in the city of Milan comprises four different means of transport, with
a total fleet of some 2,050 vehicles:
		

Underground rail network – four underground lines (Red, Green, Lilac, and Yellow) (Fig. 3);

		

Bus network – 132 lines;

		

Tram network – 19 lines (Fig. 4);

		

Trolleybus network – four lines.

Fig. 3 - Map of Milan showing the underground railway network (source: https://giromilano.atm.it/#/home)
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Fig. 4 - Map of Milan showing the tram network (source: Wikipedia – Milan tram network map)

To reduce the number of cars in circulation and traffic congestion, and to limit the possible increase
in atmospheric pollution in the city, the Milan City Council promotes the use of bikes, electric
mopeds, and scooters. At the start of the year the city had something like 300 km of cycle paths
along the city’s main thoroughfares and around its main ring roads.
The Milan City Council supports this initiative by making available 4,280 traditional bikes, 1,000
e-bikes and 150 pedal assist bikes with child seats, while BikeMi is one of the first examples of
a fixed-station bike sharing system in the world and is unique in terms of size, complexity and
innovation.

Fig. 5 - Map of Milan showing the cycle paths (Source: https://giromilano.atm.it/#/home/)

2.2.2 Offering of company transport
The Mediobanca Group car fleet in the city of Milan currently consists of 372 vehicles, approx. 60%
of which have endothermic combustible engines and 40% of which are hybrid.
A Group Directive drawn up by the parent company Mediobanca, sets out the general principles,
criteria and rules of conduct adopted in assigning a company car to a Mediobanca Group staff
member, along with instructions on using them. The fleet of vehicles is identified jointly by the
Company Car Fleet management unit, by Group HR Operations, Governance and Reward, and by
Group Procurement: together they make the necessary assessments, each for their own respective
areas of responsibility, for the selection of vehicles that will go to make up the company fleet (how
many vehicles, model, specifications, etc.). In accordance with the environmental sustainability
policy adopted for the time horizon of the 2019-23 Strategic Plan, the Mediobanca Group expects
that by 2023, 90% of its car fleet will be made up of full hybrid, plug in or full electric vehicles.
To reduce the impact on the environment and the emissions generated by means of transport, at
end-2021 the Mediobanca Group converted 28.1% of its company car fleet (227 hybrid vehicles
out of 808 total) to cars with hybrid and/or electric engines. This policy has driven a reduction in
CO2 emissions in FY 2020-21 compared to the base year restatement considered as 218 tons (a
reduction of 6.9%), calculated using the new manufacturers’ methodology used in the CNFS for FY
2020-21, replacing the ABI methodology used in previous years.
For staff working at the offices located in Via Caldera, a dedicated shuttle service has been
organized as the premises themselves are located in the Caldera Park business district which is not
well served by public transport and is not necessarily within easy walking distance of the Lotto and
San Siro underground systems which are the closest.

2.3 Analysis of home-work movements – Mobility Survey Analysis
With a view to obtaining detailed knowledge of the commuting habits and mobility preferences of staff
employed by the Mediobanca Group under various types of contractual arrangement, we carried out a
data collection and analysis exercise. Group staff based at the offices located in Milan were sent a specific
survey for this purpose in November 2021.4
The deadline set for completing the Mobility Survey was around nine working days, in which staff had
an opportunity to express their preferences and habits and share any feedback they might have on future
internal mobility initiatives within the Group itself.
The survey was sub-divided into four main areas with a total of 20 questions overall:

1.

General data: ranking of recipients and analysis of the areas where they live and the offices at which
they work;

2.

Professional activity: analysis of contract type, in presence or remote working, and working hours;

3.

Home-work commute: analysis of commuting habits in terms of means of transport used to reach the
workplace;

4. Inclination to change: assessment and analysis of preferences for alternative means of transport
compared to those habitually used, and any proposals for future mobility initiatives.

4. Mobility Survey publication period: 8-18 November 2021
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The survey was shared with 2,687 staff members of which 2,007 completed it. The response rate was
therefore 75%, indicating high interest and awareness levels for this subject.
The main results are summarized below.

2.3.1 General data
		

Of the respondents, 44.20% were women and 55.65% men, with 0.15% identifying as a different
gender. Of the total, 48% were aged 40 or younger, while 51% were aged between 41 and 60, and
just 1% aged over 60.

		Some 97.5% of the respondents live in Lombardy, while the other 2.5% are concentrated primarily
in Piedmont, Emilia-Romagna and Veneto. Of those residents in Lombardy, 78.18% are domiciled
in the metropolitan city of Milan, while the other 21.82% live in the other Lombard provinces. The
distribution of staff members by domicile is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 - Distribution by domicile (postal code) of survey respondents in the Lombardy region

		Some 51% of the respondents have their domicile in the city of Milan: this definition is based on
postcodes (CAP), i.e. those from 20121 to 20162, with the other adjacent municipalities excluded
accordingly.
		

In the map shown in Fig. 7 below, the most densely-inhabited areas are shown in dark blue: these
include the Bande Nere/Washington area (CAP 20146) where 48 Group staff members live, and the
Chinatown/Bullona area (CAP 20154) where 43 Group staff members live.
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Fig. 7 - Population density (postal code) of survey respondents in the Milan area

		

The sample also consists primarily of staff members who have worked for the Mediobanca Group
for a long time. Some 52% of those who completed the survey said they had worked for the
Mediobanca Group for more than ten years; 41% for between one and ten years, and just 7% for
less than one year.

		

Of those who completed the survey, 30% work at the office in Via Caldera; 27% at headquarters in
Piazzetta Cuccia/Via Filodrammatici; 23% at the office in Viale Bodio; 14% at the office in Via Siusi;
4% at the office in Foro Buonaparte; and 2% at the office in Piazzetta Bossi.

2.3.2 Professional activity
		

Virtually all the survey participants (96%) are Mediobanca Group employees; 3% have internship
contracts, while the other 1% have temporary contracts.

		

Of the survey respondents, 1% currently work entirely from home, whereas 13% have returned to
work in presence full-time. The other 86% have hybrid arrangements, with 1% working in the office
on alternate weeks, 58% working from home from 0 to 2 days a week, and 27% working from
home from 3 to 5 days a week.

		 Analysis of the responses show a peak in terms of the number of people entering the office
between 8.30 and 9.00 a.m. (40%). The remainder is split equally (30% each) between those who
enter before 8.30 a.m. or after 9.00 a.m. As for leaving the office, the peak time is between 6.00
and 7.00 p.m. (45% of respondents. A further 33% leave the office before 6.00 p.m., and the other
22% after 8.00 p.m. (Fig. 8).

795

20
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424

491

453

337
303
198

131

101

32

144

135
4

7.00-7.30
a.m.

7.30-8.00
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8.00-8.30
a.m.
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a.m.

9.30-10.00
a.m.

After 10
a.m.

4.30-5.00
p.m.

5.00-5.30
p.m.
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p.m.

6.00-6.30
p.m.

6.30-7.00
p.m.

7.00-7.30
p.m.

After 7.30
p.m.

Fig. 8 - Office hours stated by survey respondents

2.3.3 Home-work commute
		Some 53% of the Group’s staff members who completed the survey said they live between 5 and
25 km from their workplace; 20% live less than 5 km away from their workplace, while another
17% live between 25 and 45 km away. Just 10% live more than 45 km from their workplace.
		

Given the above distances, 43% of the Group’s staff take between 20 and 50 minutes to get to
work; 34% take between 50 minutes and one and a half hours; 16% take less than 20 minutes;
while 7% take more than an hour and a half (Fig. 9).

7%

20%

24%

Less than 5 km

16%

Between 5 and 10 km

Between 20 and 50min

Between 10 and 15 km

10%

Between 15 and 20 km

13%

6%

Less than 20min

Between 50min and 1h30min

34%

More than 1h30min

Between 20 and 25 km
Between 25 and 35 km

11%

9%
7%

43%
Between 35 and 45 km
More than 45 km

Fig. 9 - Distance in km and average journey time of home-work commute

		

Almost half the number of respondents (49%) use only one means of transport, 21% use two, while
12% use more than two. Conversely, some 18% said they use no means of transport.

		The means of transport identified by the respondents have been divided into four clusters (Fig. 10):
		

In the “Public Transport” cluster, the statistical mode for the means of transport used is as
follows: underground railway (46%), bus or tram (27%), train (26%), taxi (0.8%) and light
suburban railway (0.2%). The main reasons cited for these choices involve cost, convenience
and reduced impact on the environment and pollution.

		

In the “Private Transport” cluster, the respondents were more likely to use their own private
car with internal combustion engine (64%), followed by electric scooters/motorcycle (21%),
bikes/scooters (11%) and other private hybrid or electric vehicles (4%). The main reasons cited
for these choices were increased independence, greater convenience, and lower travelling
times from home to work.

		

In the “Sharing Mobility” cluster, electric or hybrid means of transport were more frequent
(60%). The main reasons cited for this choice were increased independence, greater convenience,
and reduced impact on the environment and pollution.

In the “Other” cluster, some 45% of the respondents use the collective means of transport
made available by the Group, i.e. the company shuttle service, while 28% use company cars
with internal combustion engines and 7% use hybrid or electric cars. The other 20% go to work
without using any means of transport.

		

		 Analysing the comments made by users in their own words, conspicuous among the other
reasons for the preference for using their own private means of transport was the desire to avoid
crowding and prevent the risk of infection due to the pandemic, along with having to make too
many changes if they were to make their journey by public, to avoid traffic, and in response to the
limited number of places available in the company carparks.

0.86% 0.20%
25.61%

Underground raliway

Vehicles with internal
combustion engine

Bus or tram

Electric or hybrid means
of transport

40.24%

Train

46.27%
PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

Taxi

59.76%

SHARING
MOBILITY

Light suburban railway

27.06%

3.57%
11.52%

19.93%

Car

Company shuttle service

Scooters/motorcycle
Bikes/scooters

21.36%

Hybrid or electric vehicles

Company car
Hybrid or electric company car

6.64%

45.45%

PRIVATE
TRANSPORT

Any means of transport

OTHER

63.54%
27.97%

Fig. 10 - Means of transport most commonly used for the journey from home to work

		Fig. 11 shows the main reasons cited by the survey respondents for choosing their habitual modes
of transport.

A SELECTION OF COMMENTS FROM SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
“I find it more convenient moving with private means of transport rather than using public
transposrt thanks to the hybrid work”
“I prefer to use public transport to avoid driving tired and finding myself in dangerous
situations”
“I prefer to travel by private care due to the current pandemic and the fact that my daily
commute is not easily covered by public transport”

Fig. 11 - A selection of comments from survey participants
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		 In view of these habits and the reasons given for choosing their respective means of transport,
more than half the respondents (55%) said they were satisfied with the solution they have adopted:
indeed, 41% said they were highly satisfied and 14% were wholly satisfied. Conversely, 36% of
respondents said they were unsatisfied with their current habits, while the other 9% said they were
thoroughly dissatisfied (“not at all”) (Fig. 12).

273

198
Not at all
Partially

715
821

Highly
Wholly

Fig. 12 - Group staff degree of satisfaction with habitual means of transport

2.3.4 Expectations for the future
		

The results of the analysis reflect high interest in sustainable modes of transport.

		

Indeed, of the survey respondents, 56% said they were willing to use electric-powered modes of
transport (mild hybrid, full hybrid, plug-in, full electric) as an alternative to the means currently
used by them, while 46% they were prepared to use public transport as an alternative (bus,
underground and tram). By contrast, 29% were willing to using a bike or scooter of their own to go
to work.

		

These means have been chosen primarily because they contribute to reducing the impact on the
environment, pollution and expense, ensure greater convenience and flexibility of movements,
and reduce the amount of time spent on travelling from home to work. Other reasons involve
personal safety, the possibility of avoiding infection due to the pandemic (Covid-19), plus urban
traffic.

		

Of those interviewed, 12% said they had no interest in using alternative means of transport to
those already used.

		

With reference to sharing ideas for possible future initiatives to be implemented, in line with the
company’s objectives and the Home-Work Commute Plan, Mediobanca Group staff expressed the
following order of preferences:

		1.

An increase in concessions for acquiring season tickets for local public transport (41%);

		2. Better terms with car sharing, scooter sharing and bike sharing companies (electric or hybrid)
(30%);

		3. Introducing competitions with prizes to reward virtuous conduct (e.g. vouchers or discounts for
walking 10 km, etc.) (16%);

		4.
		

Increased recourse to working from home (5%).

As shown in Fig. 13, a majority of the respondents (54%) sees the future mobility of the Mediobanca
Group as being more “flexible”, both in times of working hours and spaces. The preference would
be to have the option to work several days a week from home, choose where to work from between
various Group offices, or use co-working office spaces to save the time and cost of commuting and
reduce the environmental and medical impact.

		

Of those who answered, 17% see the mobility of the future as being more “sustainable”, with the
Group investing in co-operations with the Milan City Council to improve the sustainability of public
transport and obtain further concessions for Group staff to hire and/or purchase ecological, low
environmental impact vehicles.

		 A further 14% would like mobility to be more “comfortable”, with company car parking spaces
assigned or that can be booked in advance by app according to the users’ needs for different
means of transport (cars, bikes, etc.).
		Another 9% see mobility as being more “electric”, with major incentives to buy new full-electric
means of transport, both privately and as company cars, plus charging stations located at the
Group’s offices.
		Just 6% of respondents saw mobility as being more “shared”, entailing a higher number of
concessions with mobility sharing companies (for cars, scooters, bikes, etc.).

CATEGORY

(%)

A SELECTION OF COMMENTS SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

FLEXIBLE

54%

“I imagine a future in which smart working is a consolidated reality:
mobility is part of this concept and, for this reason, reconciling work
and private life would also be facilitade for a mobility factor”

SUSTAINABLE

17%

“Always to greater support of the reduction of the impacts and
environmental pollution facilitating concurrently all employees in the
choice of the more suitable transport”

COMFORTABLE

14%

“As is the case in other companies outside the Group, an app could be
adopted in order to manage the daily allocation of company parking
spaces, based on current and effective presence of employees at the
workplace”

ELETTRIC

9%

“Totally electric company car fleet, charging stations in company
parking and incentives for emplyees who make virtuous choices”

SHARED

6%

“Group headquarters interconnected with green cars in sharing and
agreements with Sharing Mobility service companies”

Fig. 13 - “The Mediobanca Group Mobility of the Future” as envisaged by survey participants
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Projects
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3. Projects

3.1 Mediobanca Group initiatives
The Italian Ministry for Environmental Transition has released its “Guidelines on Compiling and Implementing
the Home-Work Commute Plan (HWCP)” to support Mobility Managers in the activities of preparing the
document and integrating it into the body of corporate regulations.
The initiatives which each HWCP can propose may be classified based on five groupings identified by the
Ministry (Discouraging the use of private cars, Promoting the use of public transport, Prioritize bike transport and
micro-mobility, Reducing the demand for mobility, and Further measures).
To facilitate analysis and help classify the Mediobanca Group initiatives, three areas have been identified
which bring together the five groupings referred to above:

1.

Alternative means of transport to travel by private car: this refers to initiatives which support and
encourage the use of urban public transport or other forms of sustainable mobility;

2.

Green policies: this refers to company policies to improve the environment and reduce the impact due
to pollution;

3.

Corporate benefit: this refers to the provision of services and availability of concessions on
advantageous terms via the various company portals.

The main initiatives currently in progress or soon to be implemented within the Group, including on the
basis of the survey of Group staff recently carried out, are summarized below.

3.1.1 Alternative means of transport to travel by private car
		 Among the initiatives currently in progress, those which have the objective of incentivizing
Mediobanca Group staff members to use alternative means of transport to their own personal cars
both for travelling to work and for work-related travel consist primarily of the possibility for them
to benefit from concessions and special deals.
		

In particular, Mediobanca staff members can obtain an annual discount on local public transport
in the city of Milan. There is also a company shuttle service running from the Lotto underground
station, exclusively for Group staff working in Via Caldera 21 which is situated within the Caldera
Park business district, far from the underground line and not very well served by local transport
generally.

		

For work-related travel, staff are encouraged to use collective means of transport; special tariffs
are available to buy tickets, which entitle buyers to have access to promotional offers or enable
them to use special discounts.

		 Some of the proposals made as part of the Mobility Survey include an increase in concessions
to acquire season tickets for local public transport and special deals with car sharing, scooter
sharing and bike sharing companies.

3.1.2 Green policies
		 As stated in the introduction to this document, the Mediobanca Group has already adopted
numerous policies in support of its sustainability strategy.
		

Group staff have made a series of suggestions to increase the offering of initiatives in this area in
the near future.

		

In particular, it is hoped that the “Sustainability Pills” initiative can be repeated, involving a series
of short messages on best practices shared during the training courses on sustainability and wellbeing issues, also promoted through communication initiatives.

		

It has also been proposed to increase the number of bike racks in company areas or car parks
with attendants, to encourage micro-mobility take up rates. For this reason, one frequent request
has been to install dressing rooms with showers in the main Mediobanca offices to support Group
staff using “light” mobility. This would be particularly helpful in the summer months for those
travelling longer distances, in view of the increasing provision of cycle paths, meaning staff could
dress in sportswear for the journey and change into formal attire once they arrive in the office.

		

In order to stimulate staff to use this type of mobility, and more sustainable forms of transport in
general, greater use could also be made of technological instruments (apps, platforms) which
can provide users with data on their mobility habits and at the same time promote gamification
initiatives.

3.1.3 Corporate benefit
		

The initiatives in this third area have the objective of offering Group staff members advantageous
terms for acquiring mobility solutions. These concessions are described in the internal IT platforms
which staff are advised to consult for updated information.

		

Special officers currently available to Group staff include discounts on airport carpark services. To
incentivize the use of sustainable means of transport, corporate benefit arrangements have been
entered into providing discounts on hire or purchase of scooters or electric bikes.

		

Finally, for those who need to hire cars or vans, the Mediobanca Group has also agreed special
rates with dedicated providers who can offer a fully electric fleet of vehicles. In general terms
special deals for Mediobanca Group staff for hire and use of means of transport in their spare time
are monitored and activated.

		

Among the initiatives currently being assessed and which could be implemented in the near future,
staff members expressed the need for special rates for recharging electric vehicles or for more
charging stations to be installed.

3.2 Identification of benefits
By implementing the above present and future initiatives, the Mediobanca Group expects to reach its
objectives in terms of reducing emissions and optimizing the mobility of its staff in the city of Milan.
In accordance with the company’s mission, this will generate increasing benefits for its people, for the
company itself and for the ecosystem as a whole.
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For the people, the benefits identified involve primarily:
Reduced times for the home-work commute;
Reduced transport costs;
Increased comfort during the journey and independence of movement;
Increase in travel alternatives.
For the Mediobanca Group, optimized mobility management could impact positively in the following areas:
Increased efficiency in staff arriving at the office to help organize work more effectively;
Possibility to improve the company’s image through the breadth of services on offer, in line with the
Group’s commitment to reducing environmental impacts.
For the ecosystem, i.e. considering the impact on the city of Milan, Mediobanca Group staff members’
mobility choices have an impact in terms of:
Reducing polluting emissions in the surrounding area;
Reducing vehicle traffic congestion by initiatives which focus on micro-mobility and on use of local
public transport.

3.3 Implementation Programme
In order to meet the objectives it has set in terms of cutting emissions and expanding the range of
initiatives on offer, both existing and planned as described previously, the Mediobanca Group proposes to:
Prioritize the use of public transport
Advertise the existing concessions for staff to acquire season tickets with local transport providers at
special rates, and enter into new agreements as appropriate.
Prioritize bike transport and micro-mobility
Provide more bike racks at Group offices;
Install changing rooms with showers;
Advertise existing deals with bike-sharing and micro-mobility providers offering services at special
rates.
Reduce the demand for mobility
Continue with our journey in terms of greater flexibility of working conditions in accordance with the
regulations in force and the collective and individual employment contracts in force.
Further measures
Work to raise staff awareness on sustainable mobility issues;
Systematically record mobility habits by conducting a regular Mobility Survey.
The Mobility Manager’s Implementation programme, in line with the regulations issued by the Italian
Ministry for Environmental Transition, is based on an internal implementation roadmap. This kind of
planning serves to structure the Mobility Team’s specific processes by setting deadlines and assigning
activities in relation to the reference scenario, regulatory and corporate.

Adoption
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4. Adoption

In accordance with the regulatory provisions, the Mediobanca Group published its first Home-Work
Commute Plan by 31 December 2021. Furthermore, pursuant to Inter-Ministerial Decree No. 179/2021
(Article 4, paragraph 1), the HWCP adopted must be sent, within 15 days of being adopted, to the Area
Mobility Manager of the city concerned, for the latter to carry out an overall assessment of the measures
for the area concerned, to launch a phase of dialogue on the proposed solutions, to enable the various
initiatives to be harmonized, and to formulate the relevant financing proposals based on the available
funds, including for integrated initiatives that involve different stakeholders and responsibilities.

Communication
Plan
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5. Communication
Plan

The Mobility Manager and the Mobility Team will work together to define the strategy for communicating
and promoting the Home-Work Commute Plan initiatives within the Group itself and externally to it.
After publicizing the Plan on the Mediobanca Group’s official channels, and after sharing it with the Area
Mobility Manager for the city of Milan, the aim will be to launch the implementation process for all actions
necessary in order to share the Plan objectives with Group staff and with external stakeholders in order
to raise awareness of sustainable mobility issues.
The communication plan will rely on an effective communication strategy:
Ongoing understanding of the scenario in which the Mediobanca Group operates: the communications
strategy will be linked to the changes in the Group’s strategy in the area of sustainability with a view
to generating benefits;
Analysis of recipients and stakeholders: the focus here will be on how much the Mediobanca Group’s
different groups of stakeholders could be impacted by the HWCP, assessing their level of awareness
on the issues covered, their inclination to adopt the new initiatives presented, and/or their level of
resistance to them;
Definition of communications objectives: measurable objectives will be identified, in order to make
progress easier to track or to identify possible problem areas;
Definition of key messages and contents: Mobility Management and the units responsible for internal
communication will work together to ensure that the message quality is effective;
Identification of units responsible for communicating key messages: “Ambassadors” from among
the staff of the various units/divisions may be appointed to promote the adoption of the HWCP;
Selection of existing communications channels: different types of communication channels will be
used to achieve different functions.
As reiterated in the Guidelines, it is important that all staff should be aware of the HWCP, so they are
actively involved in the later implementation phases. Communication that is innovative, clear, and effective
will support active participation by all stakeholders in accordance with the trend shown by the change
curve (Fig. 14). This will lead to successful adoption, creating interest and involvement. Progress made will
be rewarded and co-design initiatives will be conceived so that everyone feels part of the change as it
happens.
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BUY-IN

ACCEPTANCE
Mediobanca Group
staff members are
willing to accept the
initiatives described
in the HWCP

UNDERSTANDING
AWARENESS
FIRST TOUCHPOINT
Mediobanca Group staff
members have become
aware of the adoption of
the HWCP but do not
know exactly what it
entails

Mediobanca Group staff
members are aware of the
characterictics of the
HWCP but have not fully
understood what impact
it will have on the
organisation

Mediobanca Group staff
members have
understood what the
HWCP entails and what
impacts it will have on the
organisation but have not
yet accepted it

TIME

Fig. 14 - Change curve (application to communication)

Mediobanca Group staff
members are ready to
consider the initiatives
described in the HWCP
as the new status quo

Mediobanca Group staff
members are ready to
proactively contribute to
the improvement of the
initiatives present in the
HWCP

Monitoring
plan
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6. Monitoring plan

In accordance with the regulations in force, the Home-Work Commute Plan will be revised and updated
annually. Once the measures envisaged have been adopted, the results achieved will be assessed and
changes made where necessary.
The Mediobanca Group’s monitoring plan has the following objectives:
Assessment of the effectiveness of the initiatives implemented, highlighting the potential advantages
and benefits for staff and the surrounding community;
Identification of possible areas for improvement for initiatives that prove hard to implement or do
not receive sufficiently positive responses from Group staff members.
When the plan becomes fully operative, suitable monitoring activities will be implemented to enable
the overall effectiveness of the strategy to be appraised, indicators representing the parameters used
to analyse sizes to be developed, and instruments to allow the information which feeds the monitoring
indicators to be assessed.
The main monitoring activity will be mapping the initiatives implementation plan, to record the number
of initiatives, the level of implementation, and compliance with the deadlines set by the plan.
Global and specific indicators will be identified. Apart from the initiatives’ state of completion, their
degree of satisfaction will also be considered via specific surveys and also the level of effectiveness of
their communication. The latter issue in particular will be monitored through specific indicators for each
channel adopted or the participation rate for events.
The instruments proposed to record the information on which the monitoring plan will be based may
include:
Regular progress updates on implementation of the initiatives;
Questionnaires to be sent to all internal staff responsible for implementing the initiatives;
Meetings and interviews with internal and external users (e.g. focus groups, workshops, etc.);
Records of attendance at the events;
Analytics of intranet traffic or other corporate social media accessible to staff.
Examples of activities envisaged in this phase include:
Provision of regular staff satisfaction surveys for the initiatives and services launched by the Mediobanca
Group;

Identification of new short-term objectives in line with the company’s mission;
Possibility of giving visibility to activities locally and with public entities;
Identification of possible new initiatives.
The Mobility Manager will be supported by other colleagues in the various internal units, following a
multidisciplinary approach.

For further information or clarification, please write to:
GroupMobilityManagement@mis.mediobanca.com
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All photos and images come from the Mediobanca buildings and offices

